100% Certified Organic, Non-GMO Project Verified Seeds

Lettuce Varieties
For Commercial Growers in the Pacific Northwest

High Mowing offers over 50 varieties of lettuce, including baby leaf, mini and full sized heads, and
a wide selection of pelleted seed. We constantly seek out high quality varieties with uniformity in
growth, adaptability to variable weather, and strong resistances to diseases like downy mildew.

Eazyleaf
Our Eazyleaf varieties are suitable for production methods that maximize
yield and minimize weeding. They can be harvested as mini head
lettuces or as a loose leaf lettuce blend. Available as pelleted seed.

Ezrilla is a green tango-type with highly incised leaves and sweet,
blanched centers. HR: APH, DM (16-32), TB, TBSV /IR: LMV / MTO-30

Ezrilla

Hampton

Hampton is a voluminous green oak leaf with dark green shiny
leaves and narrow attachment points. HR: APH, DM (16-32), TB,
TBSV /IR: LMV / MTO-30

Buckley is a glossy red oak leaf that grows in an upright rosette.

new

HR: APH, DM (16-32), TBSV / MTO-30

Brentwood is an attractive red tango-type with dark red upper
foliage and light green centers. HR: APH, DM (16-32), FW / MTO-30

new Stanford has the leaf shape and texutre of a tender

Brentwood

Stanford

butterhead, but has the added benefit of truly upright growith,
similar to a mini romaine. HR: APH, DM (16-33), TBSV / MTO-30

Mini Sized Heads
Newham is a highly modern green romaine with the look, yield
and resistances you want. Crispy with well-filled hearts and the
flavor of the best butterhead. HR APH, DM (16-21, 23-26, 28-32),
LRA / IR: CR, LMV / MTO-30

Breen Mini red romaine with unique coloring and a great disease
package suitable for all seasons. Beautiful contrasting red-bronze
leaves with pronounced pale green mid-ribs and veining. Produces
very small, personal-sized heads excellent for CSA boxes. Available as
raw or pelleted seed. HR: DM (16-21, 29, 32), TBSV / MTO-30

Newham

Breen

Other varieties we recommend (also available pelleted):
Spretnak and Pomegranate Crunch.
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Full Sized Heads
Encino is an attractive oakleaf with fine, buttery leaves and
great adaptability in all seasonal slots. Strong against tip burn,
bolting and downy mildew. High Mowing is proud to be the
exclusive producer of organic seed for this variety thanks to our
partnership with Vitalis Organic Seeds. Available raw or pelleted.
HR: APH, DM (16-26, 28, 32), LMV, TBSV / MTO-30

Cantarix is a red oak leaf with dark red, lightly savoyed leaves
Arroyo
Encino

Cantarix

that taper to a lime green center. Dense heads with lobed leaves
provide a nice complement to Encino. Sweet, buttery leaves with
excellent flavor. HR: APH, DM (16-26, 28, 32), TBSV / MTO-30

Aerostar Mid-size dark green romaine with excellent disease
resistance. A dual-purpose variety that works well for medium size
romaine heads or as a baby leaf. Dark green leaves are relatively
smooth, heading up well all season long; an essential component
of our DMR Salad Mix. From Vitalis Organic Seeds. HR: DM (16-27,
29, 32), LMV / MTO-30

Lovelock is a heat tolerant summer crisp with whorls of

Arroyo

Lovelock

bright green leaves and deep red coloring on the leaf margins.
Heads close in late at maturity forming a dense, crisp head. High
Mowing is proud to be the exclusive producer of organic seed for
this variety thanks to our partnership with Vitalis Organic Seeds.
Available raw or pelleted. HR: DM (1-27, 29, 32), LMV / MTO-30

Baby leaf
Blade is a gorgeous, narrow deep purple leaf with upright habit
and excellent color even in low light conditions. HR: APH, DM (16-32),
TBSV / MTO-30

Bolsachica has nicely serrated, thick green leaves with
upright habit and small leaf attachment. Part of our DMR Blend.
HR: APH, DM (16-26, 28, 32), TBSV / IR: LMV / MTO-30

Celinet is a slow growing green leaf that offers a long harvest
window and uniquely frilled dark green leaves. HR: APH, DM (16-32),
TBSV / IR: LMV / MTO-30

Blade

Bolsachica

DMR Salad Blend is a mix of beautiful red and green
leaves with exceptional disease resistance for indoor or outdoor
production. Ideal for overwintering! HR: DM (most varieties
resistant to races 1-32)

Celinet

DMR Salad Blend

RESISTANCE KEY: HR - High Resistance, IR - Intermediate
Resistance, APH - Aphids, BR - Bottom Rot, CR - Corky Root, DM
- Downy Mildew (race specified if known), LD - Lettuce Drop,
White Mold, Sclerotinia, LMV - Lettuce Mosaic Virus, LNSV - Leaf
Necrotic Stunt Virus, MTO-10, MTO-30 - indicates that 0 seeds out
of 10,000 or 30,000 seeds have tested positive, respecively (aphid
resistant varieties are bred to reduce the spead of LMV from other
crops or non-resistant varieties). TB - Tip Burn
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